
   MATH 0100 – Prealgebra 
                 Course Syllabus Spring 2020                             

 

 

 

Instructor:  Bruce Bordwell  

Time and Location: Lecture: 2:00 – 3:15pm  T Th  Room B-272 

Office/Hours:  Room H103, 11:00 – 11:50am MTWTh, 1:00-2:00pm T Th and  by appointments 

e-mail:   bruce.bordwell@anokaramsey.edu 

Phone:   Office: 763-433-1128                                                                 Instructor  Website:   

 

Co-Instructor:  Cindy Secord  
Office:   SC162 

e-mail:   Cindy.Secord@anokaramsey.edu 

 

D2L:  Log on to D2L at https://anokaramsey.learn.minnstate.edu 
D2L contains homework assignments, a course calendar, grade book and solutions to exams and other assignments. As a student, you 

are responsible for all the information on the course site.  The information is constantly updated and changed.  You will be expected to 

periodically check D2L for changes and adjustments. 

 

Course Prerequisites: A score of 30 on test Accuplacer Arithmetic 

 

Course Description:  Review of the mathematical skills needed for the study of algebra as well as a brief introduction to algebra. 

Topics include the arithmetic of integers, fractions, decimals, and percents; applications of these arithmetic skills to problems 

involving measurement, percent, ratio, and proportion; and math study skills. The introduction to algebra consists of 

operations on signed numbers, algebraic expressions, solving linear equations and an introduction to graphing. 

 

Required Textbooks:  

 

1)   Prealgebra and Introductory Algebra,  

4th Ed, Martin-Gay 
 
Free Check Out from  
ARCC Library 
   

2)  The Composition of Mathematics,  

Algebra Transitions, 1st Ed. Revised  

Printing, Bruce Bordwell     
 

ISBN: 978-1-7924-1267-7 

 

 

Tentative Course Schedule:  We will cover all or parts of chapters 1 – 9, and 13 in the Martin-Gay textbook and  

all of the Bordwell textbook.  

 

Supplementary Materials:       1.)  A three-ring binder (at least 1.5”) is required to organize class handouts/notes/assignments.   

2.)  A scientific calculator is required in this course and may be used on parts of some exams.      (Note:  Most exams are non-

calculator.) 

 

Our Role as Instructors:      We want you to succeed in this course! Our role as an instructor is to provide you an 

opportunity to learn the material. If you do not understand something or are confused, please let us know. We will do our 

best to explain things clearly and let you know what is expected of you. We will work together to help you use all 

available resources in order to master the material. It is our intention to respond to student concerns and provide feedback 

on exams in a consistent and timely matter. 

 

Your Role as Student:      Your active presence and participation is very important to your success in this class.  

Mastering the material is best done by asking questions and learning from mistakes. So, you have a responsibility to voice 

your questions. In our experience, students who put in effort, attend class regularly, do the homework with meaning, and 

ask questions when they are confused can succeed in this class.  Be sure to advocate for yourself. 

 

Attendance:   Attendance is one of the single greatest predictors for academic success. Being here and being on time is to 

your advantage.  In the event you are unable to attend class, you will be responsible for the information that you missed 

(you can obtain a copy of the notes from a classmate) and hand in, via email, any assignments or worksheets that were 

due that day.    
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 In accordance with ARCC policy, if you miss over two consecutive weeks of classes without communicating 

regarding your absence, we will enter a last day of attendance (LDA) into the student record system, which will 

result in a grade of NC (No Credit) being issued for the class. Once the LDA is entered, you may request a 

Withdrawal by going to the Records Office before the withdrawal date. If you wish to be re-enrolled after the 

LDA is entered, you must submit an Exception to Policy petition. 

 

Growth Mindset:    An important aspect of being a successful student is having the proper mindset.    A growth mindset is the 

belief that intelligence can be developed.   When we have a growth mindset, we understand that we can get smarter through hard 

work, the use of effective strategies and from getting help from others when needed.   

 

Unfortunately, many people have a fixed mindset when it comes to mathematics.   Have you ever heard or used the phrase “I’m just 

not a math person!”?   This is an example of a fixed mindset or the belief that intelligence is a fixed trait, that it is pre-determined. 

 

Your mindset can have important consequences for how you experience school and how you respond to setbacks and adversity. With 

a fixed mindset, school can be a threatening place because you may worry about proving your ability or try to avoid “looking dumb.”   

There is a tendency to value getting the best grades over learning and this can make school a stressful experience.   It can also lead to 

avoiding challenges and giving up when you struggle.  If you think, “If I have to try, then I must not be very smart.”  Then when you 

struggle, you conclude that you’ve discovered something you’re not smart at.  Given these reactions, it is not surprising that that 

research has shown that students holding a fixed mindset tend to falter in the face of challenges. 

 

However, when you believe intelligence is something that can be developed, you begin to value learning and mastery. Since school 

provides this opportunity to learn, it can be a motivating and engaging place.  You can then view effort and struggle more positively.   

It is a way to learn and develop intelligence and understand that struggling with a task is the only way to grow.   Research has also 

shown that we learn the most when we struggle and get things wrong at first and then learn how to correct our mistakes.   So please 

don’t ever be afraid of “looking dumb”.   It’s called learning and that is what we are here to do!  Ultimately you are responsible for 

your own education, so be selfish.   If you have a question, ask it!   Don’t worry about what others may or may not think.  Chances are 

very strong that others have the same question, someone just needs to ask.   

 

Embrace a growth mindset and you may experience school as an exciting place to grow, embracing challenges as opportunities to 

develop mastery.  A growth mindset will more likely help you to thrive in the face of challenges. 

Remember that grades may help you get a job, but knowing your stuff is what will allow you to keep your job! 

 

Thomas Edison:   “I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work.” 

 
 

Growth Mindset Norms:         In this class: 
 We all have different starting points. 

 We can all learn from one another. 

 We can all make progress. 

 We will value our mistakes because we can learn from them. 

 We will choose tasks that challenge us because this is how we develop our skills and understanding. 

 We will keep trying even when we are finding a task difficult because this is how we make progress. 

 



Student Resources: 

 Accessibility:  For disability, and other learning-related needs and accommodations, please contact The Office for Students 

with Disabilities (OSD), 763-433-1350, to discuss your options. Please assert requests for accommodations often and early, 

but know it is never too late to request accommodations – our bodies and circumstances are continuously changing. For 

further information about services for students with disabilities, please contact the OSD at 763-433-1350 or 

disabilityservices@anokaramsey.edu.      http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/office-for-students-with-disabilities/ 

 

 Military Service Members:   Military members that are currently serving should advise me of all regularly scheduled 

military training and duties that conflict with scheduled course requirements.   I will work with you to address issues that 

arise.   For further information refer to Minnesota State Procedure 5.12.1 Military Service and Disabled Veterans at 

http://www.mnscu.edu/board/procedure/512p1.html 

 

 Religious Observance: Please advise us if you have a religious observance that conflicts with scheduled course 

requirements.  We will work with you to address issues that arise. 

 

Tutoring/Study Groups:  Join Math 0230 co-instructor Amber Delliger, Math Skills Center tutors, trained math 

volunteers and fellow students for an open study lab! We will be available to dig into questions about homework 

assignments, test corrections, past and future content, or other math-related needs! 
 

 Open Study Lab:   Tuesdays and Thursdays @ 10:00-10:50am in B272  

 

Content Assignments:  25% of total grade 

 Edmentum:  Supplemental online assignments using Edmentum will be assigned.   

 

 Homework:  The only way to get better at any skill is to practice. Textbook homework problems are assigned to 

help you develop your skills and deepen your understanding of the content. Homework assignments are given 

daily and posted on the course calendar.  Assignments are designed to become a completed study guide for each 

section. Write your homework on paper and organize in your binder.   

  

For each Homework problem assigned, you need to:  

 

Rewrite the directions pertaining to the specific group of problems.   

For each problem in that group.... 

1) Rewrite the original problem.  Note: you do not need to rewrite word problems in your notebook...but, it might help. 

2) Show all problem solving steps with correct problem solving structure 

                If useful to you, explain each step with the use of correct terminology. 

3) Circle your answer.   Make sure and check your answer with the answers in the back of the textbook.  

 

 Homework Quizzes:  Individual homework assignments will not be collected, however homework quizzes will 

be given frequently throughout the semester to help us, and you, determine your level of mastery of course 

content. Homework quizzes are designed to help you practice your skills in “game day conditions” to help you 

figure out what you need to review or continue to practice. Time will be given on each quiz to refer to completed 

homework sets in your binder. 

 
 Worksheets:  Worksheets with due dates will be assigned (handed out in class or linked through the course 

calendar) and turned in at the beginning of class time of the due date. Worksheets may be turned via email as a 

pdf or photo before class time on the due date. 

 

Study Skills Assignments:  15% of total grade     

 Binder Checks:   Organization is key to any course.  You will be assessed on keeping an “organized” binder 

throughout the semester.  Binders will include sections of completed guided notes, completed homework, 

worksheets, possible textbook sections and all other course material.   

 

 Lecture Quizzes/Exit Tickets:  Lecture quizzes will be given periodically throughout the semester.  You will 

need to answer 1 or 2 questions directly pertaining to that day’s lecture or discussion.  You will be able to use 

only your Binder for reference.  
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 Guided Note Checks:   Guided notes will be taken daily.  You will be responsible for the completion of these 

notes.   If you miss class, you will be expected to get notes from a classmate.  All notes will need to be hand 

written and not photocopies, unless alternative notetaking methods are approved.   

 

 Miscellaneous Assignments:    Other types of assignments with due dates such as exam corrections, worksheets 

or reflections will be assigned (handed out in class or linked through the course calendar) and turned in at the 

beginning of class time of the due date. Worksheets or reflections may be turned via email as a pdf or photo 

before class time on the due date. 
 

In Class Checks and Quiz Policy:   There are no late or make-ups for missed lecture, homework/binder checks, homework 

quizzes or late worksheets and assignments.  But, the lowest 4 checks or quizzes will be dropped from your overall grade.  

 

Examination Policy:  There will be 5 exams making up 40% of your overall grade.  The exams will have a 50 minute time limit 

for completion.  Calculators are not allowed on most exams.  If you have to miss an exam, contact me before the test to make 

arrangements for a make-up exam. There are no make-up exams without prior arrangement.  The comprehensive final exam will be 

worth 20% of your overall grade and will follow the final’s schedule.  

 

Final Exam Date:  Thursday, May 14, 2020,   7:30-9:30AM, Room TBD 
 

  Grading Policy:                         % of Overall Course Grade:  
  90 – 100%     A                                      Study Skills Assignments:            10% 

  80 –   89%     B   Content Assignments:            25% 

  70 –   79%     C                                      Exams:    40% 

  60 –   69%     D                Comprehensive Final Exam:          20%        

  0 –   59%       NC                                                                                                100% of overall course grade  

 

Integrity and Honesty:  Cheating of any kind will not be tolerated.  When taking tests all cell phones must be kept in 

your backpack or purse.   If you are dishonest, the consequences are minimally a grade of “0” on that paper.  We may also 

meet with the dean or student conduct official to decide on an appropriate course of action. 
 

Pass/No Credit:  If you wish to take this course on a pass/ no credit basis, you must inform me in writing by April 21, 

2020.   P is 70% or better.  Please consult an advisor before considering a Pass/No Credit option. 

 

Withdrawal:  The last day to withdraw from this class with a grade of “W” is April 21, 2020.  Please consult an advisor 

before considering a Withdrawal option. 
 

Learner Outcomes:  At the conclusion of the course, the student should be able to: 

1. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide integers, fractions and decimals. 

2. Sketch the graph of a linear equation in two variables on a rectangular coordinate plane using the x- and y-intercepts 

and/or other ordered pairs.  

3. Solve application problems involving whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, percents, proportions, and linear 

equations. 

4. Calculate perimeter, area, and volume of common geometric figures. 

5. Convert between different units of measure. 

6. Simplify linear expressions utilizing the distributive property and combining like terms.  

7. Recognize the application of the field properties of the real numbers. 

8. Utilize first-degree equations to solve application problems. 

9. Calculate using the order of operations. 

10. Simplify square roots. 

11. Solve first-degree equations. 

12. Solve a first-degree inequality in one variable and graph the solution on a number line graph. 

13. Utilize math specific note-taking techniques. 

14. Understand the importance of homework and utilize homework strategies specific to math. 

15. Utilize exam studying techniques and understand test anxiety. 

16. Understand and implement time management strategies. 

17. Learn how to use appropriate resources including on-campus and/or online 

 

 


